This study aims to reinterpret formative elements of Baeja, by applying them to the design of modern clothing. The main objective of the studying Baeja is to propose unique layered look items that can be readily put together for various weather conditions and occasions, be easily wearable and bring out unique individualities. After carefully studying Baeja from Joseon dynasty, flexible and practical layered-look items are designed. The following are the conclusions drawn from the work. First, it is possible to apply Baeja elements, such as the silhouette, traditional materials, and colors, to modern clothes, for a layered-look. Second, Baeja characteristics have a profound potential for a modern layered-look design, in that it is sleeveless, its length is long at the front and short at the back, and it comes with slits on both sides and a wide belt. The items inspired by such characteristic can easily be worn over and draped around daily clothes, according to weather conditions and occasions. Third, many decorative elements of Baeja, including detailed ornamental method, knots, patchworks, and string decorations create a unique and traditional image in modern clothes. Ribbonswhich can adjust the width of clothes are both practical and decorative. A reversibl jacket is created by utilizing the same traditional sewing method for both inner and outer fabrics. One item can be worn in different styles, which increases practicality. Fourth, traditional and modern materials go well together. Such methods can create an item with both modern sensibility and traditional chic.
(men's Baeja), (layered look), (traditional ornament method), (traditional materials) Shirt-on-shirt or dress-on-dress coordinations.
Concept
Designs are for spring and autumn. Oksa, Yangdan, embroidery, and Goreum(ribbon) are appled to create traditional images. By utilizing the same traditional sewing method for both inner and outer fabrics, one piece of item can be worn in two styles. 
Designs are for spring and autumn. Triangle patches(Mu) make clothes fit for daily activities. Mix and match of traditional and modern materials increases practicality and creates sensibility combined with traditional chic. 
Mosi is used for summer. Crossed X shoulder ribbons are applied to design a jumper. The size can be adjustable with ribbons on both sides. By utilizing Gob-sol technique, both inner and outer fabrics can be worn as a reversible a two-face jumper. 
